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ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE OF JET ENGINE FROM CHARACTERISTICS OF COMPONENTS 
II-INTERACTION OF COMPONENTS AS DETERMINED FROM ENGINE OPERATION 

By ARTHUR W. GOLDSTEIN, SUMNER ALPERT, WILLIAM BEEDE, and KARL KOVACH 

SUMMARY 

In order i,o understand the operation and the interaction 
of jet-engine components during engine operation and to 
determine how component characteristics may be used to 
compute engine performance, a method to analyze and to estima,te 
performance of such engines was devised and applied to the 
study of the characteristics of a research turbojet engine built for 
this investigation. An attempt was made to correlate turbine 
performance obtained from engine experiments with that 
obtained by the simpler procedure of separately cnlibraiing the 
turbine with cold air as a driving &id in order to investigate 
the applicability of componem calibration. After correction for 
blade-tip leakage, the turbine-characteristic curves of weight 
flow and total-pressure ratio checked with the results -from 
cold-air component calibration. Some discrepancies in es- 
ciency were noted between the two sets of experiments. Despite 
such errors, turbine-compressor interaction may be accurately 
determined but some error in exhaust pressure may be involved. 

From analysis of the component calibrations, predictions 
that investigation of the engine without modifications would not 
cover an adequate ran.ge of turbine performance were verified by 
the en.gine performance. The range of turbine operation was 
extended by study of the engine with modijications to the 
compressor. 

The system of analysis was also applied to prediction of the 
engine and component perfcrmawe with. assumed modijicationa 
of the burner and bearing characteristics, to prediction of 
component and engine operation during engine acceleration, and 
to estimates of the performance of the engine and the components 
when the exhaust gas was used to drive a power turbine. 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to understand better the performance character- 
istics of jet-propulsion engines, a research unit was designed 
and built at the NACA Cleveland laboratory under the 
direction of Eastman N. Jacobs. The operation and the 
interaction of the components of this unit under all possible 
engine operating conditions were studied. Preliminary 
studies of the compressor and turbine performance were 
first made and reported in references 1 to 4. An analysis 
of the component data (reference 4) showed that the con- 
straint imposed on the turbine by operation with the com- 
pressor in the engine would limit obtainable data to a very 
small portion of the good efficiency range of the turbine. 
In fact, the range was expected to be so small that in view 
of the relatively large experimental errors expected in the 
engine data, no reliable indication of the location of the 
region for best turbine operation was anticipated. In order 
to circumvent this difliculty, two sets of engine experiments 
were made. After the initial investigations of the engine 

were completed, the compressor stator blades were reset 
for a lower air capacity and the engine was rerun. These 
two sets of data were sufficient to give a reasonably accurate 
picture of the turbine performance over the most important, 
range. 

From the characteristics of the components, the opera- 
tion of the engine components under all possible modes of 
engine operation were investigated during 1946; the study 
included the effect of bearing and burner modifications on 
engine pcrformancc, operation of the engine and components 
cluring acceleration, and operation of the gas turbine and 
components when a power turbine is driven by the jet- 
engine exhaust. The basis of thr analysis, which was 
developed for this purpose, is a simultaneous graphical solu- 
tion of the equations relating compressor and turbine speed, 
power and gas flow, and the curves expressing the perform- 
ance charact.crist.ics of compressor, bearings, burner, and 
turbine. 

DESCRIPTION OF ENGINE 

The comprrssor component of the engine (fig. 1) was an 
eight-stage compressor drscrihctl in rcfcrencc I but modified 
for installation in the engine by replacing the discharge 

Compressor-,,,Di f fuser--. Combusfion Turbine- -, 

Fmun~ I.-NACA rescarchjetengine. 

scroll collector with an axial-flow diffuser containing a row 
of straightening blades. The rear-compressor journal and 
tapered-land thrust bearings and the turbine journal bear- 
ing were contained in a cone supported by struts from the 
outside wall of the diffuser (fig. 2). An outer shell bolted 
to the compressor casing supported the turbine casing. 
Inside this shell, the outer wall of the annular combustion 
chamber was bolted to the outlet end of the diffuser and was 
connected t,o the turbine casing with an air-tight expansion 
joint. The diffuser casing and the combustion chamber 
with part of the outer wall and the supporting shell removed 
is shown in figure 3 ; some of the 27 individual burners are 

1 
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also shown. Both inner and outer walls of the combustion 
chamber were provided with cooling shields designed to 
allow air from the compressor to flow between the shields 
and the wall. In each burner,, the fuel (propane gas) was 
sprayed from two bars upstream of a perforated plate, 
which extended across the flow area. Ignition tubes con- 
nected the combustion zones of the various burners. 

The entire compressor, the diffuser, and the bearing 
supports were made of aluminum. Turbine rotors, rotor 
blades, and the first set of nozzle blades were made of 
Nimonic 80, second and third sets of stator blades of Vital- 
lium, and remaining portions of the machine, which were 
subject to high temperatures, were made of Inconel. 

The engine was designed to opera.te at a compressor 
pressure ratio of 3.36, a gas flow of 4.18 pounds per second, 
and a rotor speed of 13,010 rpm for a compressor-inlet 
temperature of 440” R and a compressor-inlet pressure of 
739 pounds per square foot. 

INSTALLATION AND INSTRUMENTATION 

The engine inlet was connected to the laboratory 
refrigerated-air supply through a large stagnation chamber 
and the engine outlet was connected to the altitude exhaust 
system. The stagnation chamber, the compressor, and the 
turbine were completely lagged. Straighteners ancl screens 
were installed in the stagnation chamber to give uniform gas 
flow at the compressor inlet. 

Air flow was measured in the inlet ducting of the engine 
with a calibrated variable orifice of f IjGpercent accuracy. 
Fuel flow was measured with a standard A.S.M.E. thin- 
plate orifice. 

The location of other instrument stations is shown in 
figure 2. Three iron-constantan thermocouples ancl two st,atic- 
pressure taps were located at the compressor inlet (sktion 1) 

Station I 
b 

I=- Compressor- J’ Combus tiofl- J’ Turbine- 1 Discharge-‘-‘J 
chamber duct 

FIGURE Z.-Schematic section of engine showing measuring stations. 

in the stagnation chamber. Inasmuch as the velocity in this 
chamber was very low, the static pressures and the observed 
temperatures were considered to be equivalent to the stagna- 

4 tion conditions. At the compressor outlet (station 2) were 
located three total-pressure tubes, three thermocouples, and 
two static-pressure taps. The iron-constantan thermocouples 
were equipped with recovery heads. Temperature readings 

were accurate to 0.5 percent of the differential from 32” F. 
When the data were averaged, the total-pressure readings 
were weighted for local mass flow. 

FIGURE 3.-Burners snd combustion-chsmbcr structure. 

At the inlet to the turbine (station 3), six t~hcrmocouplcs 
and six total-pressure tubes were installed. The tbermo- 
couples used at the turbine inlet were shielded as shown in 
figure 4. This construction shielded the thermocouple ancl 
provided ventilation. Conduction of heat away from the 
junction was reduced by bathing a section of the thermo- 
couple tip in flowing hot gases. Because the data obtained 
from these thermocouples often showed gas-temperature 
variations as great as 800” F at the turbine inlet, an average 
of the six temperature readings was not considered accurate 
enough for use in calculating performance. The principal 
use of these thermocouples was to determine the engine 
operating conditions. Chromel-alumel thermocouples were 
used at this station and the thermocouples were read within 
2 percent of the differential from room temperature. 

Air 
f/o W  ,,-0,/875-/n. 

1 ,,’ d/omefer ,,-Shiekf ; -r~w-Pmcou,Ie shea i% 
,’ ,’ 

FIC~RE 4.-Shielded-type thermocouple composed ofchromcl-alumel thermocouple n-ire and 
Inconel shield and sheath material. 

At the turbine outlet (station 4), readings of total pres- 
sures and temperatures were taken downstream of the 
straightening vanes and between the struts supporting the 
streamline tail cone. At this station, no tangential velocity 
component was assumed to exist. Six total-pressure tubes 
and nine chromel-alumel thermocouples were used at this 
station. Although six of the thermocouples had recovery 
heads and three were of the shiekled type used in the turbine 
inlet, no significant clifferences in readings of the t,wo types 
were noted. Variations in temperature readings between 
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various stations indicated a probable error of the mean value 
of the exhaust temperature varying from about 2O to 33O F. 
This error caused no error in the enthalpy drop in the turbine 
AHt, equivalent isentropic enthalpy drop in the turbine 
AH,, J&,3, equivalent turbine torque W,AH,/(w,,e,,,), and 
equivalent turbine gas flow W,n/(a,,,e, J, but did result in a 
maximum probable error of 1 percent ‘in equivalent turbine 
gas flow W~/(UT,S~%J d q ati e uivalent turbine speed n/de,, 
and a maximum probable error of 2 percent in equivalent 
turbine enthalpy drop AHllOT,3 and turbine efficiency. (All 
symbols are defined in the appendix.) 

Shaft speed was measured by an alternating-current gen- 
erator built into the compressor. The rotative frequency 
was determined by comparison of the output frequency of 
the built-in alternator with that of a calibrated variable- 
frequency generator. These measurements were accurate 
to within 1 percent. 

Thermocouples were also installed in the oil lines and on 
the bearings in order to determine the bearing power losses 
and oil viscosit#y. 

PROCEDURE AND CALCULATIONS 

Inaccuracy of the measured turbine-inlet tcmperaturc Ned 

the unknown heat losses matlc it impossible to clctcrminc 
from the inlet- and outlet-gas temperatures the mechanicnl- 
power input from the gas to the turbine rotor with the desired 
accuracy. This power wa.s computed by aclding the power 
output of the compressor to the gas and the power absorbed 
by the bearings. 

The bearing-power consumptions were determined from 
the heat absorbed by the lubricating oil. The front com- 
pressor bearing had a separate oil supply from the remainder 
of the bearing system, which consisted of rear compressor 
and turbine bearings contained between the compressor 
and the turbine. In order to reduce the heat-transfer crro~ 
to a minimum while the bearing power was calibrated, the 
i&t-air tempcralurc was matched with the mean oil tcm- 
pcrature while the front-bearing power consumption of the 
compressor was measured over a range of speeds. In cali- 
brating the rear-bearing system, the compressor-outlet-air 
temperature was matched with the mean oil temperature 
for the system. The rear bearing was then calibrated over 
a range of engine air psessures in order to vary the thrust 
but no effect of load on the thrust bearing could be found. 
When the bearing-power consumptions were reduced to 
equivalent values for a mean oil temperature of 100° F, both 
set)s of bearings showed a power absorption exactly propor- 
tional to the square of the speed. 

The range of conditions for operation and study of the 
engine was limited by several factors. Simulated high- 
altitude operation had to be avoided because of the failure 
of the burners to operate satisfactorily with low pressure. 
There were two limitations on the temperature of the intake 
air: (1) Inasmuch as the compressor was made of aluminum, 
the inlet-air temperature was so limited that the compressor- 
outlet-air tempera,ture did not exceed 300° F because of the 
reduction in the yield stress of this metal above 300’ F; 
and (2) because investigation of the performance over a 

wide range of the ratio of turbine-inlet-gas temperature to 
compressor-inlet;air temperature TX/T, was desirable, very 
cold inlet air had to be used to explore engine operation at 
high values of this parameter without exceeding themaximum 
safe metal temperature of the turbine. Periodic checks 
during the course of the experiments revealed that no creep 
of the wheel had taken place after 76 hours of engine opera- 
tion at or below a gas temperature of 1250’ F. The turbine 
rotor blades rubbed on the casing at the conclusion of a 
4-hour period of operation at 1350’ F with speeds varying 
from 110 to 215 rps. Subsequent measurements showed 
that the first rotor had stretched 0.067 inch and the second 
rotor, which was about 150’ F cooler, stretched 0.005 inch. 
The radial stress at the blade roots was estimated to be 
16,000 pounds per square inch. For this stress, static- 
stress data on Nimonic 80 showed that the critical metal 
temperature was in the region of 1200’ to 1250° F. Succeed- 
ing operating gas temperatures were consequently limited to 
1250° F and no further difficulties were noted. 

Engine data were obtained over a variable range of the - 
equivalent compressor speed n/Jer,1 and the equivalent 
temperature ratio eT,3/eT,, 
whcrc 
n rotativc speed of engine, (rps) 
0 ratio of square of sonic speed of gas to square of sonic 

speed for normal air 
Subscript T denotes stagnation condition. Numerical sub- 
scripts indicate conditions at stations shown in figure 2. 
Because the measured turbine-inlet temperatures were not 
considered exact enough for computation of 0r,3/eT,1, these 
temperatures were computed from the turbine-outlet tem- 
peratures and from the bearing and compressor power. 
Operating conditions of ,the engine were approximately set 
for dcsircd values of eT,3/eT,, from the readings of the 
turbine-inlet thermocouples by using 

where 

eT.3-Y3R3 TT 3 TT 3 --- I- -.L 
0T.I Y,& TTJ TTJ 

R gas constant, (ft-poundal/ (OR)) 
y ratio of specific heats 
The ratio TT,3/TT,1 was set at values from 4.43 to values 
for fuel input of zero. Corrected compressor speeds varied 
from 90 to 290 rps. 

The enthalpy rise of the air in the compressor was deter- 
mined from the stagnation inlet- and outlet-air temperatures 
and the tables of reference 5. The isentropic enthalpy 
rise was computed from the stagnation pressures p,,, and 
p,,, and the same tables. For the turbine, the enthalpy of 
the exhaust gas was determined from the exhaust tempera- 
ture TT,h, the fuel-air ratio f, and the charts of reference 6. 
The enthalpy drop in the turbine was then determined from 
the equation 

W,(~~-~)(HT,~-HT,~)=W~(HT,~-HT.~)+P~ 
where 
H enthalpy, (ft-poundal/lb) 
p, power absorbed by bearings, (ft-poundal/sec) 
W, mass flow through compressor, (lb/set) 
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This computation with measured values for f and pT,3 com- 
pletely established the state of the gas at station 3. The 
isentropic enthalpy drop through the turbine was then 
computed from HT.3, f, pT,3, pT.4, and the charts of reference 6. 

In reference 4, the range of turbine operation obtainable 
from engine experiments was predicted to be insufficient for 
accurate determination of efficiency contours and location of 
region of highest efficiency. This prediction was verified by 
the results on the engine. The range of turbine operation 
was then extended by resetting the stator blades of the com- 
pressor for a lower air flow and the experiments were then 
repeated. Only one resetting of the compressor stator 
blades was necessary to cover a sufficient range of turbine 
operation. 

PERFORMANCE OF COMPONENTS 

From the engine experiments, the performance of’ the com- 
pressor, the combustion chamber, and the turbine com- 
ponents were separately evaluated. Curves faired through 
these data were then used to eva.luate the engine performance 
and to examine the interaction of the engine components. 

COMPRESSOR PERFORMANCE 

If a small Reynolds number effect is assumed, the com- 
plete compressor performance is clctern~inecl by any two 
independent parameters, provided all parameters are di- 
mensionless or are given in equivalent values. If the inde- 
pendent variables chosen are the equivalent speed n/J&,, 
and the equivalent air weight flow W,/(U~,,&&), these 
variables determine the dependent parameters AHS,c/BT,l and 
AH&,, 
where 
AH,,, isentropic rise in stagnation enthalpy, (ft-poundal/lb) 
AH, stagnation enthalpy rise of air in compressor, HT,,- 

HT,lr (ft-poundalllb) 
The compressor efficiency is the ratio of these two parameters. 
The pressure ratio ~T,Z/Z)T~~ is a function only of the cquiva- 
lent isentropic enthalpy rise AHs,c/Or,1 and the temperature 
ratio is a function only of the equivalent enthalpy rise 
AHc/eTFI. In order to obtain good faking of the compressor 
data, functions of the four fundamental parameters just 
described were used instead of t,he original parameters. 
These parameters were constructed to reduce the dependence 
of the resultant functions on compressor speed. With the 
parameters AH&’ and AH&’ as ordinate and abscissa, 
curves were faired through the data for constant speeds and 
not only the data for one particular speed but also the data 
for other speeds were considered. A systematic cffcct of 
inlet-air temperature was noticeable. A plot of data sclccted 
for mean compressor-air tcmpcrature equal to the room tem- 
perature showed much better correlation, which indicates the 
effect of heat lost to the room air. The resultant plot is 
shown in figure 5. The straight lines are contours of con- 
stant efficiency. The discontinuity, which may bc seen in 
all curves, indicates the incidence of compressor surge. The 
portion of the curves in the region of low efficiency represents 

operation in a region that is normally the surge region al- 
though no fluctuation in compressor-outlet-air pressure was 
noticed during operation of the engine. 

Ef fmency ) Equivalent 
I 0.90 I I I I I Ympressor --....-..4 

28 

24 

I4 

I2 
20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42 

AH 
*, sq ff 

FIGURE 5.-Selected compressor data. 

An additional chart is required to express the relation bc- 
twccn the compressor air flow and the other compressor per- 
formance variables. This chart, is a plot of pressure ratio 
PT~~/PT,~ against the air-flow parameter W1n/(oT,2eT,2) for con- 
stant values of the equivalent compressor speed n/&J, as 
shown in figure 6. Only the data used in figure 5 (mean 
compressor air temperature equal to room temperature) are 
plotted on this chart. When any uncertainty existed as to 
the fairing of the curves, the data for several of the speeds 
were plotted on a chart that showed little speed effect. 
(AHs,,ln2 and JJ’,/( uT,,n) as coordinates wit,h contours for 
constant speeds n/J%,). Thus, the data allowed several 
speeds to be considered in fairing a curve for any one speed. 
The region beyond the surge line for each curve in figure 6 
is shown connected with the normal operating portion by a 
dashed line indicating the absence of any data for that section 
of the curve. 

q-j$i$~- i i i ; 
, Fi I I !/L 

00 4OU 500 600 700 600 900 IO00 II00 I200 

Frcum G.-Selcctod coII1prossor-Drcssure-wtio and air-flow data. 
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TURBINE PERFORMANCE 

For correlation of the turbine performance, the corrected 
turbine gas flow was plotted with the equivalent isentropic 
enthalpy drop. No efiect of speed was observed; a definite 
grouping of the data, however, took place according to the 
turbine-inlet temperature. This grouping is shown in 
figure 7 where the data for turbine-inlet temperatures .of 
190“, 500°, and 1250°~F are plotted. The curve foran inlet 
temperature of 190° F, shown for comparison, was obtained 
from the data of reference 4, which reports the turbine 
performance obtained from calibrating the turbine com- 
ponent alone by the use of air at 190’ F. The gas flow at 
1250~ l? is from 6 to 17 percent higher than the gas flow for the 
same pressure ratio at’ 190° F and was believed to be caused 
by variation in the leakage flow through the blade-tip 
clearance space, which changed with gas temperature. In 
order to account for this discrepancy, a very crude method 
was used to estimate the leakage. According to reference 7, 
the leakage flow may be estimated by assuming twice the 
mass flow per unit area in the clearance space as for the rest of 
the annular area of the turbine. If a linear variation of the 
temperature of the wheel and the blades varying from 200” F 
at the center of the wheel to the turbine-inlet stagnation gas 
temperature at the tips of the blades and a casing tempcra- 
turc equal to turbine-inlet stagnation gas temperature are 
assumed, the clearance flow space could be computed for 
each temperature. The wheel runs cooler than the insulated 
case and as a result of the metal expansion, the clearance will 
expand with increasing temperature. When the gas-flow 
data were corrected for clearance variations from measured 
values of U’: to values of U;‘, which correspond to operation 
at a turbine-inlet temperature of 190” F, the data showed no 
variation of gas flow for temperature, rotative speed of the 
turbine, or indicated whether the data were obtained from 
enginc- or turbine-component experiments (fig. 8). All 
turbine-performance parameters for which the symbols arc 
primed have thus been corrected for the effect of leakage. 
The enthalpy drop is corrected by assuming that no work was 
obtained from the leakage air. 

In order to obtain complete correlation of the turbine pcr- 
formance, an additional chart presenting corrected work 
output at constant values of equivalent speed is required. 

Because of the inability to measure accurately the turbine- 
inlet temperature, the turbine equivalent speed could not be 
accurately set at preassigned values during engine operation 
and turbine data could not be directly plotted for constant 
equivalent speeds. An auxiliary chart was therefore pre- 
pared by plotting curves of W,‘AH,, ,/(nuT,,O,,) against 
lV,‘n/(~~,~0~,~) for constant assumed values of n./l/e, 3. 
These curves were directly obtained from the faircd curve 
of figure 8 (b), which showed no speed effect and which 
was considered to have perfect correlation. The efficiency 
contours as indicated by the data were then drawn and the 
corrected work output wa.s determined from the isentropic 

work and efficiency values. A typical curve of corrected 
equivalent enthalpy drop against the equivalent isentropic 
enthalpy drop for an equivalent speed of 135 rps is shown by 
the solid curve in figure 9. Also shown are data obtained for 
equivalent turbine speeds between 130 and 140 rps. There 
are two sets of engine data shown: one set from the engine 
with the original settings of the compressor blades that cor- 
respond to the performance curves in figures 5 and 6; and 
the second blade settings, which were merely used to explore 
a larger operational range of the turbine. The importance 
of this procedure may be seen from figure 9, which shows that 
the data, obtainable with the original blade settings are 
insufficient to give reliable efficiency curves because of the 
short range ancl the experimental errors. 

3 4 5 6 7 
WJ Equivo/ent gas flow, dT.s~, lb/set 

, 
FIGURE ‘I.--Equivalent isentropic enthnlpy drop and gas flow through turbine with various 

caas tcmperaturos. 

IL. ---.- .-. - 
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(a) Corrections applied to data of figure 7. (b) Data for a11 temperatures and speeds. 

FIGURE S.-Equivalent isentropic cnthalpy drop and gas flow through turbine corrected for clearance cspansion. 

Also shown on the charts for comparison arc the results drop. The complete plot of t.urbine performance is shown 
obtained from the turbine-component experiments (refer- in figure 10. A speed for maximum efficiency is 155 rps, 
ence 4). The discrepancies shown are unaccounted for. which is closer to the design value of 136 rps than was the 
In some cases agreement is good, but where there is disagree- indicated optimum speed (180 rps) measured with cold air 
ment the data obtained in the engine experiments show a (reference 4). One possible reason for the shift in speed at 
more rapid variation of efficiency with variation in enthalpy maximum efficiency is the heat loss from the gas at high 
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temperatures of operation. With heat loss through the. 
wheel as well as to the casing, the volumetric expansion of 
the gas after passing through the first turbine stage would 
be less than when t#he engine was run with cold air. Con- 
sequently, the second-st,age gas velocities would be decreased 
and lower wheel speeds would be required for optimum opera- 
tion of the second stage. This explanation does not account 
for the local efficiencymasimum in the region of an equivalent 
speed of 85 rps. 

Eq/ ,“‘C /en 2. elf.% :o;/ 3-o/o, 2, f t -poundal/lb 

FIGVRE S.-Idcal nnd actual work output of turbine at cquivnlent turbine spcrds bctmmn 
130 and 140 ~1)s. Solid curve faiwd for 135 rps. 

Because of this efiect of heat transfer on efficiency, char- 
acterist.ics obtained wit,11 hot gas. arc desirable if turbinc- 
component experiments are considered necessary. 

This shift in efficiency will probably be very much smaller 
for a single-stage turbine than for a multistage turbine be- 
cause t,he volumet.ric change caused by heat loss primarily 
affects operation of second or later stages. 

It will be obvious from subsequent analysis that wit.h a 
turbine, which operates choked or nearly so in the first stage, 
accurate estimates may be made of compressor operation in 
the engine from component dat.a even if t’he turbine efkien- 
ties are in error, provided that accurate mass-flow char- 
acterist,ics of the turbine are availa.ble. 

COMBUSTION CHAMBER 

The other significant component of the engine is the com- 
bustion chamber. Two variables depending on combustion- 
chamber performance are needed to detkrmine the over-all 
engine performance, the pressure ratio pT,3/pTe2, and the 
combustion-chamber efficiency 7. 

Pressure loss.-The combustion-chamber pressure loss 
consists of two components: (1) the friction loss, which is 

‘independent of the burning process, and (2) the momentum 
858267-50--Z 

FIGURE lO.-Corrected performance of turbine in parameters for engine computations. 

pressure loss, which depends on the over-all temperature 
ratio TT.3/TT,2 of the combustion c,hamber. An analysis of 
these losses based on an idealized form of the combustion 
chamber is made in reference 8. The data obtained could 
not be correlated on the basis of this analysis. Aside from 
possible inaccuracies of the data, another probable cause of 
the discrepancy is indicated by the fact that. somr of the 
data showed lower pressure loss with increased combust.ion 
rates for comparable air flows. This anomaly is impossible 
with the assumption of a tubular combustion chamber of uni- 
form flow area, as is indicated in reference 8. In this engine, 
the combustion-chamber flow area expanded and the flow dif- 
fused between the compressor ancl the combustion zone and, 
to some extent, in the combustion zone. The introduction 
of a resistance, such as a screen at the outlet of a diffuser, 
increases the cfficicncy of the diffuser (reference 9). Com- 
bustion in the chamber of the engine acts as a resistance to 
the flow in a manucr similar to a screen with a greater prrs- 
sure drop in the combustion region of the higher local veloci-. 
ties. With such an effect, the data could not be satisfactorily 
correlated on a simple basis, and for the analysis, the assump- 
tion was made that the empirical relation 

P,,~--~~,~=O.~BG~ 2 (lb/sq ft) 

could be used, where p is the gas density in pounds per cubic 
foot. This constant was obtainecl from the data and yielded 
values that show extreme variations of 2.5 percent in abso- 
lute pressure at the turbine inlet. For the highest gas flow: 
the mean deviation of the absolute pressure is only 0.8 
percent. 

Combustion efficiency.-Cotibustion efficiency was com- 
puted from the equation 

where 

f fuel-air ratio 
h heating value of fuel, (ft-poundal/lb) 
H, enthalpy of incoming fuel, (ft-poundal/lb) 
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This definition of q is equivalent to the ratio of the effective 
heating value of the fuel in increasing the enthalpy of the 
mixture to the actual heating value. According to an un- 
published analysis conducted at the NACA Cleveland labo- 
ratory, it should be possible to obtain a correlation of t,he 
combustion efficiency with other combustion-chamber vari- 
ables by a relation of the form 

Fg(T~.3), which is a function of the turbine temperature, is 
employed so that W3’ is the weight flow correct,ed for clear- 
ance flow and W3=Fg(TT,3) W,’ is the actual weight flow 
through t,he turbine. The resultant equation in terms of 
corrected parameters is 

log (TJTT.~ =a-blTT.3 
where the qua.ntities a and b are only functions of the vari- 
able W/&,2. Such a correlation was attempted with the 
data available by grouping data of nearly equal values of 
WPdP T,2 where pZr is standard atmospheric pressure. 
This plot shows excellent correlation of the data from TT,3 
of 640’ F to the maximum temperature of engine operation 
(fig. 11). A critical value of the parameter WCt’Jp,L/pT,2 
exists at approximately 3.6 pounds per second, below which 
there is a sharp drop in combustion efficiency. Because 
W-\ixi decreases with increasing altitude, a critical 
altitude of the engine will occur above which the combustion 
efficiency of the burner will drop off quite rapidly. During 
operation of an engine with a burner having such character- 
istics, no change in the internal aerodynamics of the euginc 
would be noted; the engine would merely require more fuel 
to operate at the desired speed and temperature. 

101 1 I 1 
5 6 7 8 0 /o // /2ra4 

1 1 Ret@-ocol 0 f combusf/on fm,oerofure, TT~ 9 ““n 

FIGURE Il.-Combustion poriormance of burner. 

INTERACTION OF ENGINE COMPONENTS 

STEADY-STATE JET-ENGINE OPERATION 

For determination of the operation of the compressor- 
turbine combination in a jet engine, the relations between 
the compressor and turbine parameters must be used. When 
no external leakage is assumed, the weight flow through the 
compressor plus the fuel added is equal to the weight flow 
through the turbine. Therefore 

Because the use of weight flow t,hrough the turbine corrected 
for clearance expansion is desirable, a clearance correction 

This equation is more complete than the corresponding one 
given in reference 4 because of the inclusion of the tempera- 
ture correction for leakage variation. The compressor-outlet 
conditions are used to correlate compressor air flow because 
the compressor-outlet pressure is nearly equal to that at the 
turbine inlet. The usual equivalent air-flow parameter is 
multiplied by the equivalent speed to obtain the product 

oT,2eT,2=y@$ . m the gas-state correction factor, thus elimi- 

natiug the temperature, which ~~-0~1~1 cause a large difference 
between the compressor and turbine air-flow parameters. 
These air-flow paramet,ers for the compressor and the turbine 
are simple combinations of the usual equivalent variables, 
which are used to correlate compressor and turbine data 
with only small variations of performance in terms of this 
parameter over a wide range of gas pressures and tempera- 
tures. In the engine, the use of variables such as this varia- 
ble largely eliminates the efiects of altitude, ram, or nozzle 
setting on compressor or turbine performance in terms of 
equivalent variables. Factors that were neglected are the 
effect of changes in Reynolds number ancl heat loss on engine, 
performance. In equation (l), the correction term in brack- 
ets is near unity. 

The turbine-power output is absorbed by compressor, 
bearings, aucl other accessories. Because enthalpy change 
is the energy input per pound of gas, 

WIAHc+ Pa= W,AH, 

where P, is the power absorbed by the bearings and the 
accessories. In terms of corrected equivalent parameters, 

The torque was usecl rather than the power in order to avoid 
directly involving the temperature. The correct,ion terms 
in brackets introduce a small discrepancy between the com- 
pressor and turbine parameters, which have the dimension 
of torque. The function F,(T,,) is a correction term for 
torque as afl’ected by clearance expansion at various turbine 
temperatures. Thus if the prime indicates the value cor- 
rected to some standarcl clearance, the actual turbine-torque 
parameter is 

(3) 
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In order to evaluate the correction terms, the operating 
conditions of the engine must be known. Because the effect 
of these terms is slight, the engine operating conditions need 
be known only approximately. The engine operation may 
first be estimated, assuming no corrections, and then the 
correction terms evaluated. The process may be repeated if 
desired after the engine operating conditions have been 
determined with greater accuracv. 

Because the torque parameter =2 1s nearly equal to 
-.- _ ,- 

WS’AH,’ Wtn 
nrT.38.3 

and the &r-flow parameter ___ 
flT.Zb.2 

is nearly equal 

to W3’n -7 the compressor and turbine characteristics are 
uT.3&‘.3 

plotted in terms of these variables with constant-speed con- 
tours. The compressor chart is shown in figure 12. The 
portions of the curves detached from and to the left of the 
nearly straight sections represent the region of low air flow 
and low efficiency, nOrmally in a region of lower air flow than 
the surge line. A plot of the same variables for the turbine 
with efficiency contours included is shown in figure 10. 

The approximate simultaneous operation of both the com- 
pressor and the turbine is obtained by superimposing the 
compressor and turbine charts (figs. 10 and 12). Any one 
point on the compounded chart represents an operating 
state for both the compressor and the turbine when they 
are coupled together in the engine. This point has associated 
with it an equivalent compressor speed n/t’G, and an 
equivalent turbine speed n./Je,,3. Because the compressor 
and turbine speeds are equal, the ratio of the equivalent 
speeds is the square root of the corrected temperature ratio: 

(4) 

It is thus possible to establish lines of constant equivalent 
temperature ratio on the compound chart. Any compressor- 
and turbine-performa.nce variable may then be determined 
as a function of the compressor equivalent speed and the 
engine equivalent temperature ratio. 

In order to correct this estimate of engine performance for 
changes in gas properties, bearing power, leakage losses, and 
combustion-chamber pressure losses, the altitude of opera- 
tion is assumed, and the correction terms in equations (1) 
and (2) are evaluated by means of the approximate correc- 
tion factors obtained and by making use of the burner 
characteristics and other auxiliary curves. These correc- 
tions applied to the compressor curves give approximate 
turbine operating conditions required to drive the engine 
and the resulting curves may be superimposed on the turbine 
performance charts as were the original uncorrected com- 

FIGCRE 12.-Compressor performance in parameters ior engine computations. 

9 

10 

pressor curves. The process may be repeated if desired for 
additional accuracy. A set of compressor curves with the 
corrections introduced and then superimposed on the 
turbine characteristics is shown in figure 13. The correc- 
tions used are based on an inlet-air temperature TT.1 of 480” R 
and an iulet-air pressure P T,l of 1414 pounds per square 
foot. The heavy line is the surge line. The high-speed 
range of the compressor is in the region of decreasing tur- 
bine efficiency and close to optimum efficiency. A reduc- 
tion in bearing torque would lower these curves to the center 
of the high-efficiency region. 

4.0X/O’ 

i 
Equlvolent 

-z- compressor 

A’ I I 1 I I I I I I I 
300 400 500 600 700 800 3O$O,,lOOO II00 I200 I300 

C?oS -f/ow parameter, *, lb/sec2 
I 1 

FIGURE 13.-Matching chart based on engine experiments. Component periormsnce COP 
rected for losses, clearance expansion, and change in gas properties. Compressor-inlet 
stagnation temperature and pressure, 480’ Rand 1414 pounds per squwe foot, respectively. 

k .,,rn-, . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-.-....-- -- .-.-.-..-- -._ 
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If the turbine air flow is accurately known as a function of 
the pressure ratio (or equivalent isentropic enthalpy drop), 
it is clear that on t.his figure the turbine curves will shift 
vertically. Because of the large slope of these curves, the 
intersections with the compressor curves will be very little 
affected by such an efficiency error and no effect would be 
observed for choking of the turbine, inasmuch as this condi- 
tion results in vertical turbine curves. Turbine pressure 
ratio and therefore exhaust pressure ratio would be affected 
by such an error. Experimental results of the turbine per- 
formance obtained with the cold-air investigation of the 
turbine component show excellent correlation of air-flow 
characteristics and slight variat.ions of efficiency. Hence, 
the results of cold-air turbine-component experiments may 
be used to predict accurately compressor operation in the 
engine but slight errors in jet-power estimat,es would result 
from the use of such data. 

The lines of constant corrected engine temperature ratio 
obtained from equation (4) are shown in figure 14. At low 
speeds, the highest temperature ratio that may be used 
without surging the compressor is 3.0. The ratio of 4.0 has 
only one useable compressor speed of those plotted, whereas 
the ratio of 4.5 is entirely in the surge region for all com- 
pressor speeds. 

40x10’ 

r 
Corrected 

1 temoerature 

Fquivo/enf turbine 
speed, n/dBG 

(TPS) 

31 f~ 1 , , I I / I ! I 1 
-00 c’oo 500 fxu m? &uQ 9m Jmff /m? l?OQ ~300 

Gas - fllcizf Parome ier + ’ G,, 7.3 ’ lb/set’ 

FIGVRE I$.-Turbine operating conditions at various temperature ratios in engine. Com- 
pressor-inlet stagnation trmpereture and pressure. 48lY R and 1414 pounds prr squaw foot, 
respectively. 

Operation of the compressor under these various condi- 
tions is shown more clearly in figure 15 where the pressure 
ratio is plot.ted against the air-flow parameter U’;n/(crr,z0r2) 
used in matching the compressor and turbine characteristics. 
Lines of constant compressor speed and compressor effi- 
ciency are also shown. Engine operating conditions beyond 
surge are not shown although the engine was operated in 
this condition as shown by the extension of several of the 
compressor speed lines beyond the region of peak pressure 

ratio. Surge limitation for temperature ratios of 3.5 and 4.0 
are clearly shown. 

FIGURE l5.-Compressor operating conditions at various temperature ratios in engine. 
Compressor-inlet stagnation temperature and pressure, 480’ R and 1414 pounds per square 
foot, respectively. 

The operation of the engine at air flows lower than for 
peak compressor pressure ratio in what is normally the surge 
region was not accompanied by the usual pressure fluctua- 
tions. In varying the operation of the engine from this surge 
region to the normal operating range, the gas-flow parameter 
used in the matching chart changes by the usual small incre- 
ments. This parameter, however, uses the combustion- 
chamber pressure to correct the weight flow. The discon- 
tinuous jump in pressure ratio therefore corresponds to a 
jump in the weight flow correlated on the basis of the inlet 
pressure. For fixed engine-inlet conditions, the actual (un- 
corrected) air flow through the engine will also change dis- 
continuously. This phenomenon is illustrated in figure 16, 
which shows actual data for compressor speeds of 214 and 
245 rps. The discontinuous increase in air flow at 214 rps 
is 40 perceut whereas at 245 rps the increase is 50 percent. 
In both cases the combustion-chamber volume flow changed 
very little. This jump will be reflected in engine t,hrust 
when passing through the surge region. 

8 9 /O ,‘l /2 

Equl’valen? a~^ fro.:: Sk, ..t 2, set 

FIG~AE Ifi.-Variation of compressor pressure ratio with inlet flow. 
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From this technique for computing engine operation, 
where the turbine characteristic curves are vertical, indicating 
turbine choking, the compressor performance in the engine 
may be accurately predicted independent of errors in the 
turbine efficiency. The exhaust-pressure ratio is, however, 
dependent on the turbine efficiency. , 

Over-all corrected static thrust and specific thrust of the 
engine were computied from the matching-chart data, with 
the assumption that there were no losses in the intake or the 
jet nozzle. The resultant performance curves, including 
operation at all possible ram pressures and jet-nozzle sizes, 
are shown in figure 17, which also shows contours of constant 
compressor speed and constant temperature ratio and the 
compressor surge line. For operation at a fixed speed, 
increase of the temperature ratios beyond the limit shown 
by the surge line causes a sharp drop in thrust and specific 
thrust. At a temperature ratio of 3, a thrust of 678 pounds 
can be obtained for a specific thrust of 1.06 pounds thrust 
per pound fuel per hour and a compressor speed of 290 rps. 
The maximum operating temperature ratio that can be used 
at 290 rps without surge is 4, at which condition the engine 
thrust is 965 pounds and the specific thrust 0.84 pound 
thrust per pound fuel per hour. The compressor efficiency 
did not begin to fall of? at 290 rps so that engine thrust and 
specific thrust could probably bc improved by operating at 
speeds higher than 290 rps in the high-tcmpcrature and high- 
thrust range. 

e h 
3 
- 1.6 
9 r 
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8 
Sea -/eve/ equl’valen f thrust. lb 

(4 
FIGURE 17.-Equivalent static performance of turbojet engine. Compressor-inlet stagnation 

temperature and pressure, 4W R and 1414 pounds per squaw foot, respectively. 

ESTIMATED EFFECT OF ENGINE MODIFICATIONS 

The engine data were next applied to the prediction of 
engine performance with assumed improvements in the com- 
ponents. The burner used in the engine had a peak combus- 
tion efficiency of 87 percent. Burners now availa,ble show a 
peak combustion efficiency of 95 percent and a friction co- 

efficient about 40 p&cent of that of the burner employed in 
this engine. A burner with these characteristics was assumed 
to be installed in the engine. Another modification was the 
assumed installation of a set of low-friction bearings instead 
of the journal bearings used in the experiments. The tur- 
bine matching chart for operation at various engine tem- 
perature ratios computed on this basis for an inlet tempera- 
ture of .480° R and an inlet ~pressure of 1414 pounds per 
square foot is shown in figure 18. The essential change is 

g 3.5x/04 
c - Corrected 

temper0 ture 
Equivalent furbine 

FIOURE 18.-Estimilted turbine performi~nce at various temperature ratios in cnginc with 
assumed modifications. Compressor-inlet stagnation temperature and pressure, 480’ R 
and 1414 pounds per square foot, respectively. 

the reduction in turbine torque required to operate the 
engine at various speeds. Operating conditions for desirable 
high speeds are now lowered into the region of peak turbine 
efficiency. The improvement of the bearings is therefore 
of special significance in this cast because it not only allows 
more power for the jet but also causes the turbine to operate 
with higher efficiency. The point at the temperature ratio 
of 3.5 and a turbine speed n/Jer.3 of 155 rps corresponding 
to a compressor speed n/de T,l of 290 rps is in the region of 
peak turbine efficiency. The compressor operating condi- 
tions are only slightly changed, as shown in figure 19. The 

Compressor 

Air-flow parameter, 63, IbJsec ’ 
3 . 

FIGURE 19.-Compressor performance at various temperature ratios in turbojet engine with 
assumed modifications. Compressor-inlet stagnation temperature and pressure, 4139~ R 
and 1414 pounds per square foot, respectively. 
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point for a temperature ratio of 3.5 and compressor speed of 
290 rps is also in the region of peak compressor efficiency. 
The confluence of the peak compressor- and turbine-efficiency 
regions shows that these components are perfectly matched. 
The resultant performance of the modified engine is shown 
in figure 20. The peak specific thrust in this case is 
1.24 pounds thrust per pound fuel per hour. A comparison of 
figures 20 and 17 shows that for a speed of 290 rps and a 
temperature ratio of 3.0, the thrust has been increased about 
5 percent from 678 to 715 pounds, whereas the specific thrust 
has been increased 15 percent from 1.06 to 1.22 pounds thrust 
per pound fuel per hour. At a temperature ratio of 4.0 and 
a compressor speed $6 of 290 rps, the thrust has been 
increased 9 percent from 965 to 1050 pounds, whereas the 
specific thrust has been increased 21 percent from 0.84 to 
1.02 pounds thrust per pound fuel per hour. 

G f.6- 
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FIGURE 20.-StaticperIormanceofturbojet engine with assumedmodifications. Compressor- 
&et stagnation temperature and pressure, 480’ R and 1414 pounds per square foot, 
respectively. 

The point at which both t.he compressor and the turbine 
are operated at their best efficiency (at a temperature ratio 
of 3.5 and an equivalent speed of 290 rps) is not t,he region 
of best engine efficiency because of decreasing jet efficiency 
with increasing jet velocities. There will, however, be a 
flight speed at which the best engine efficiency simultane- 
ously occurs with this optimum matching condition. 

The engine performance estimates for both the unmodi- 
fied engine and the engine with modifications are somewhat 
optimist,ic because the effect of inlet-diffuser and jet-nozzle 
losses were not taken into account. A reduction of about 
4 to 5 percent, in thrust and specific thrust would be the right 
order of magnitude of the correction. Also omitted from 
the estimate was the power consumption of t,he oil and fuel 
pumps that would normally be added to the bearing 
power consumption when computing engine performance. 
Although the absolute magnitudes of the performance 
parameters computed are somewhat optimistic, the effect 
of engine changes on the improvement of performance is 
conservative. In the case of the analysis that takes into 
account the power required for accessories, the reduction in 

torque would take place at a higher torque level whcrc t,hc 
turbine efficiency varied more rapidly than near the region 
of maximum turbine efficiency. 

Under some conditions, improvement in componen t,s 
might not be reflected in the improvement of over-all engine 
performance. For example, if an engine with poor bearings 
is operating at a torque lower than the torque for maximum 
turbine efficiency, the reduction of torque requirements by 
improving the bearings would lower the turbine efficiency. 
Under such circumstances, the over-all performance of the 
engine might show no change resulting from improvement 
of the bearings. 

ACCELERATION OF TURBOJET ENGINE 

In order to observe the interaction of the engine compo- 
nents during acceleration, an estimate of the engine moment 
of inertia and the torque required for acceleration at the rate 
of 6.50 rps per second was made. This torque of 38.1 poumd- 
feet was incorporated into the bearing-power correction 
term Pa/nur,lOT.l of equation (2). From the form of 
this equation, the effect of this torque on engine operation 
is seen to increase inversely with the altitude pressure; 
acceleration is therefore more difficult at altit,ude conditions 
than at sea level. A condition of sea-level pressure was 
assumed for the computation. The operation of the com- 
pressor is shown for the condition of acceleration in figure 2 I, 
which shows a slight displacement from the compressor- 
surge region when compared with the operating condition 
with no acceleration. For a fixed operating temperature, 
the acceleration state is equivalent to opening the propulsion 
nozzle or reducing the back pressure on the turbine in order 
to obtain the increased turbine power required for accelera- 
tion. Hence, if the turbine flow is not choked, the air flow 
will increase and the back pressure on the compressor will 
be so lowered that the compressor operating-condition ratio 
for engine acceleration will be displaced from surge toward 
the region of lower temperature ratio when compared with 
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FIGURE 21.-Compressor operation with acceleration torque of 38.1 pound-feet at sea-love1 
conditions. 
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the steady-state operating condition. For a choked turbine, 
the compressor operating condition will be the same for 
acceleration and for steady state with the same compressor 
speed and engine temperature ratio. In this case, the 
determination of whether the compressor will operate in 
the low-efficiency region beyond the surge line when increas- 
ing the fuel input for acceleration is a simple matter of 
examination of the new temperature-ratio point at the com- 
pressor speed for the start of acceleration. Less exhaust- 
nozzle pressure will be available than in the steady-stat0 
case for a given speed and acceleration temperature ratio. 
This fact is shown in figure 22 in which the over-all engine 
total-pressure ratio for various engine speeds and tempera- 
ture ratios are shown under the conditions that a torque of 
38.1 pound-feet is accelerat,ing the engine. The turbine 
pressure ratio will increase because of the higher turbine 
power required for acceleration. 

180  200  220  240  260  280  

Equivolen f compressor speed, - 
& r/Qs 

FIGURE 22.-Over-all fmssurc ratio of turbojet engine with acceleration torque of 38.1 pound- 
feet at sea-level conditions. 

OPERATION AS HOT-GAS GENERATOR FOR POWER TURBINE 

The compressor-turbine combination may be regarded 
as a machine for generating hot gas at a higher pressure 
than initially available. In the case of the jet engine, 
this gas is used to propel the airplane by this reaction. 
Another possible application is the use of this gas for 
driving a power turbine, which operates independently of 
the rest of the engine. The operation of such an 
engine was analyzed by assuming that the exhaust of the 
turbojet engine was used to drive a power turbine, which 
expanded the gas to a stagnation pressure equal to that 

at the compressor inlet. The pressure ratio of the gas 
generator was first plotted as a function of the mass flow 
corrected for the gas state at the turbine outlet. The 
pressure ratio was converted to equivalent isentropic 
enthalpy drop corrected for gas state at the gas-generator 
outlet. Contours of constant corrected compressor speed 
and constant temperature ratio are shown in figure 23. 
On the basis of such coordinates, turbine performance is 
independent of speed, as shown in figure 8. A turbine 
characteristic was computed on this assumption with a 
critical air flow and pressure ratio, which corresponds in 
figure 23 to an engine temperature ratio of 4.0 and an 
equivalent compressor speed of 290 rps. The flow through 
the first nozzle ring was assumed to be critical at a lower 
pressure ratio than any other set of blades of the power 
turbine, with the resultant isentropic enthalpy drop and 
flow characteristic as shown in figure 23. This curve is 
merely hypothetical and serves in the absence of a specific 
power turbine with known characteristics. Normally, each 
power turbine-speed characteristic would be worked separate- 
ly and the efficiency would be known at each point of the 
curve. The intersection of this curve with the gas-generator 
characteristics gives for each compressor speed a fixed 
temperature ratio BT,8/ElV,l, gas flow W/(U, ,,/eT,,), and 
power output on the assumption of a power turbine cfficicncy 
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Froum 2X-Superposition of gas-generator and power-turbine characteristics. 
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of 0.87. The results of these computations are plotted in 
figure 24, which shows that the power turbine can develop 
1800 horsepower (32.2 X lo6 ft-poundal/sec) with a specific 
fuel consumption of 0.56 pound fuel per horsepower-hour at 
an equivalent compressor speed of 290 rps and a temperature 
ratio of 4.0 for the gas generator. 

IOOL 
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FIGURE 24.-Over-all pcrIorm:uux characteristics of gas turbine. 

The inrflectiveness of the engine at low speeds is shown 
by the fact that at a speed of 180 rps, which is 62 percent of 
the full speed, the power developed is only 3 percent of full 
power. This condition indicates difficulty in starting the 
engine but cnginc power incrcascs rapidly with fuel input for 
temperature ratios more than 2.3. A slight decrease in 
specific fuel consumption from the values in figure 24 will be 
attained from the exhaust jet power because the pressure 
ratio of the nozzle is equal to t,he rampressure ratio. Inas- 
much as the speed of the power turbine did not enter into 
the solution of this problem, the method of solution is always 
applicable for gas turbines whether or not the power turbine 
is connected with a gas-generator shaft, provided that the 
gas-flow pressure-ratio characteristics are independent of 
operating speed. If the turbine speed does influence the gas 
flow, the engine characteristics may be evaluated for each 

speed of the power turbine in the same manner as the 
example. 

The operation of the compressor in this gas turbine is 
shown in figure 25 by the operating curve of the compressor. 
The operating curve approaches the surge line of the com- 
pressor at the highest speed, so that the performance curves 
of the gas turbine will show a decrease in engine power and 
efficiency as the speed and the temperature ratio increase 
over approximately 300 rps and approximately 4.2, re- 
spectively. There is no means in this case for obtaining 
higher output from the power turbine; however, additional 
engine power might be obtained at higher engine speeds and 
temperature ratio by bleeding some of the gas-generator 
discharge gas for application in a power jet or by redesigning 
the power turbine for a higher flow capacity. 
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FIGURE 25.-Estimxted compressor performance in gas-turbine engine. 

SUMMARY OF RESULTS 

The principal results of the experimental study of opcra- 
tion and interaction of the components of the turbojet engine 
and the influence of the components on over-all engine 
performance are summarized as follows: 

1. The one-dimensional theory of combustion-chamber 
loss was inadequate to correlate the data obtained in the 
burner of the engine. This inadequacy was probably clue 
to the simultaneous diffusion and burning in the combustion 
chamber of the engine. 

2. The method of correlating combustion efficiency of the 
burner was adequate because the variables usccl correlated 
the data to curves that followed the expected trend in the 
practical range of combustion temperatures. 

3. Aft.cr corrections were made for tip leakage, the gas- 
flow pressure-ratio characteristics of the turbine obtained 
from cold-air component runs could bc checl~ecl with the 
results obtained from the turbojet engine. 

4. As predicted from the component test with cold air, the 
range of turbine characteristics obtainable from turbojet- 
engine expcrimcnts was insufficient to establish the turbine- 
efficiency characteristics or to indicate how the turbine 
operating conditions fit into these characteristics. Re- 
setting of the compressor stator blades satisfactorily extended 
the range. 
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5. The efficiency contours obtained from engiIIc tlntn 
ferecl slightly from those obtained from component tlntn. 
though the peak efficiency in endI case reached the same 
ssimum vnluc, in t811c conq~oncnt c~spcrinients this niflsi- 
urn occurred nt a speed of npprosimntely IS0 rps, wl~ercns 
tbe engine espcrimtn ts Uris mnsimum occu 1~ct1 n t a speed 
155 lys. 

6. Estimntcs of engine perfO~manee wilh renlizablc im- 
:ovemrnts in the bearings and the bu~we~~s slIowctl t1In.l im- 
roved mntcliing of tliecoIiip~essor~IIcl tuhinc high-efficiency 
bgions was n.ttninnblc ehirflv bernuse of retlucetl beo~ing 
que. The engine moclifica~tions ~.esulted in improrcmcnts 
1 engine pcrformnncc of 5 ant1 15 perccllt~ in N~ll iVid~Il l 

hrust and specific thrust, respect8ivel;, at’ 2!10 rps ad tcm- 
~crnl~urr ratio of 3.0. At an ec~uiv:dcnt sprrd of 290 1.1)s 
1x1 a temperature ratio of 4.0, the impI.o~--c~mrnts T~CI~C 9 
illtl 21 percent in cquivaleiit~ thrust ant1 specific thrust, 
wprct idy. In some engines, improvemeiit in conipoiIeIi t 
JerfOrIllancc may possibly impair the matching of the com- 
~ollrnts .and result in no gain in over-all engine perfomI:~nre. 

7. For engine ncceleration, the operation points of the 
compressor for a fisccl speed and tcnipcr:~tur*c r*n.tio were 
changed very little from st,eatlg-state operation but the 
lurbine pressure ratio increased ant1 the eshnust pressure 
mt,io dccreasccl fro111 rnlues fOI skYltlp-statt engine 
operation. 

S. If the exhaust gases from the turbojet engine arc used 
to drive 2x power turbine, a unit can be tlcsigiietl that will 
de\TelOp lSO0 horsepo~ver with a. specific fuel consun~plioIi 
of 0.56 pound fuel per horsepower-hour at a.11 equidcnt 
compressor speed of 290 rps ant1 a trmper:~ture ratio of 4.0 
for the gas generator. Higher spectls ant1 tcmpcrnt~ure 
ratios would result in a. reduction of engine power nnd efi- 
ciency because of the low compressor cficiency for opcra.~ ion 
in the region of lower flow beyond the surge line. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The following grnerall~~ Ynlitl coIIclnsions cnii be tlrn.wn 
from this engine st utlp : 

I. A method of analysis has been rlc~elopctl for npplicat ion 
to jet cngincs ant1 gas-t uhine engines, n-hidi clcnrly shows 
the oper:~ t ion of the co~iipr~sso~ and t urbinc romponrnts 
under all c~oiitlitions of engine operation and pe.rmits lllc 
cst imnf ion of (he clreet, on engine p~~~~forl lx~lir~ of 1llotli l i~n- 

tions ill the pcrfoi*iii:~iic~c cli:irnc~terist ies of I tie engine 
~0111]‘011c”ts. 

2. i ippl~osimn t e cst inin tcs of engine pei~foIni~ 11cc cnn be 

mntlc from coIilpo~le~lt cdibration of tlic comprcsso~’ arid 
the turbine utilizing cold air. The nccliraq~ of prediction 
of the gas-f!onF pressure-rntio cli~r:lcteiktic with hot8 g8s 
from cold-air edibr,zt ion is quilt good if proper elcni~nnw- 
flon~ corrwtions are mutlc. If the turbine operates dIol~etl 
or nearly cliolwtl, the operation of lhr co1lq31~cssoI~ ill tlir 

engine may then he accurately predicted, but the vnluc of 

the eshnust pressure ratio xvi11 reflect any innccurncy iii 1 lie 
turbine cfkiency. 

3. Complete cduation of the turbine clInrnrterist~ies mny 
not. nln-:IJTS be possible from espeI~iments of the ~omplct r 

engine niitl elaboratioIi of the espcrimcntd proerdure Inny 
be nrcessnr-~- to estentl the lmgr of turbine operation. 

4. The incitlcnce of coniprcssor surge during engine nc- 
celerat,ion may be tletcrminctl in the cnsc of elIolrrt1 turbine 
flow from the operation point8 of the compressor for ~onst~nnb 
spcrd nt t’lif same temper:itiire ratio ant1 spcrtl ns for tlic 
beginning of ncccltr~ntion. If tlw turbine is not cholcctl, 
this criterion will 1~2 safe bccnuse tlic conip~cssor in nccclcrn- 
t ion x-ill operate n.t n contlit~ion slightly more removed from 
the surge lint. 



APPENDIX 
SYivIBOLS 

Tllc following symbols arc usctl in this wpo~%: 

clenIxncr. corrrctioI~ factoI. foI* gas mass flow 
fuel-air Idi 
cIltllnll~y, ft-poulKlnl/ll, 
cntldpy of incoIniIIg fuel, ft-pountl:~l/ll~ 
hcnting vnluc of fuel, It-pouudnl/lb 
lotntivc speed of eugiur, q>s 
nusilinry power consumption such ns bca~ing 

loss, ft-poundnl/sec 
gas ~)l’CSS1lI’C, lb/q ft 
gns constant., ft-pountlnl/(lb) (“R) 
gas tcmImxture, “R 
mass fiow of gas, lb/see 
mass flow of gas thougl;ll t~uI*biIIr coIwctrd foI 

turbine-blade-t,ip lcnlmgc, lb/see 
ratio of specific heats of gas, c,/c, 
stngnation cntlinlpy rise of air in coInI~ressOr, 

r&.2-&,,, ft-I>oundnl/ll~ 
stngnntion eiitludpy drop of gas in power t~orbinc, 

ft-l~oulKlal/lb 
isentropic rise in SlagIIntiOu cnflin.lpy of gas in 

colllpl’essoI’, ft-poulldnl/ll~ 
isrnt.ropic chop in stngnntion riIt~lin.ll~y of gns in 

turbine, it-pouIItln~/lb 
st,ngIIat.ioIi rutlinll~y dlop of gas in t ud~inr, ft.- 

poullclnl/lb 

slzignntiorl cIItlInlpy drop of gas in tud~inc c01’- 
13x1ct1 for tuhinc blntlc-tip lrakngc, ft- 
pountlnl/lb 

coinbustiou efficiency 
Ixtio of squaw of sonic sprctl of gas Lo sc~~~~~~l~~~ Of 

sonic slxvxl for nornd nil 

P gas tlrusity, lb/cu fl 

Zulxl.ipts: 
ratio of gas drusity t.0 noIxnn1 nil density, p/psr 

frer-stxrn.In 
comprrssol inlet 
compressor outlet 
tudkr inlet 
tuhiuc Outlet 
stmiclnrtl air 
st,n.gnation 01’ tot81 
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